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    		DB-G011 250cc Dirt Bike with 5 Speed Manual Transmission, Big 21"/18" Wheels!
[DB-G011]	$1,799.95 $1,499.95
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		Reviewer	Product Review
	michele G

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         			11/30/2020
	Itâ€™s a pretty good bike for the money, I went ahead and got the replacement carb for the bike and it was a little challenging getting it switch out but all together it took me about 3 hrs to install the bike and new carb, make sure you are paying attention to filling up the battery to the fill lines and not over filling it. The bike is a little heavy but I only use it as a trail bike and not trying to wheelie, itâ€™s a awesome and pretty quick                                        


                     13 people found this helpful
                    
	
	View Product


	Karen S

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         			09/09/2020
	I was debating on this and the 125cc they offer and I went with this one and itâ€™s really a great bike. The instructions on putting it together arenâ€™t good but the bike is great. Itâ€™s really fast too.                                        


                     13 people found this helpful
                    
	
	View Product


	Amy S

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         			05/12/2020
	The bike was shipped very fast. The packaging was solid. Bike was on a pallet reinforced with metal cage and thick shrink wrap. Assembly was easy took 2 hours, had the bike running in 4 hours after battery was charged. warming up took 10 minutes, idling was smooth afterwards. Carburetor was a concern for me after watching U-Tube videos. The Carburetor was smooth, no adjustments needed. The air Filter was square, I believe the Carburetor was updated since the U-tubes were created. Ordered a second one for my daughter X-Pro 250cc should be here in 5 days.                                        


                     12 people found this helpful
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	CHANE H

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         			03/17/2020
	Awesome bike heavy as dale but good power. I changed carb right away but other than that just needed some more detailed directions                                        


                     12 people found this helpful
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	David G

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         			02/19/2020
	I bought this bike as a trail bike to ride with my boys. The bike is super easy to put together! Took about 2 hours by myself. I had an issue with the carburetor, but it was a manufacturers defect. I contacted powersportsmax and they sent out a better replacement carb. I was riding soon after. The bike runs a little on the lean side so adjust your fuel accordingly. So minus the small problems I had, the bike is super fun to ride and is pretty rugged. Can handle small jumps and moderate Hill climb. Im very pleased to have this as a new trail bike. powersportsmax customer service is amazing! So if you have any issues they will make sure you are taken care of ASAP!! I highly recommend the bike and highly recommend buying from powersportsmax.                                        


                     12 people found this helpful
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	Kaylea A

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         			07/25/2019
	We love the bike!  It was good quality and a lot of fun to ride!  I am very pleased with my purchase.



I would highly recommend this bike!                                        


                     12 people found this helpful
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	Robert B

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         			04/01/2019
	Power Sports Max is Awesome! Their Service is fast and they are friendly.  



   I just purchased 3 Dirt Bikes.. An Apollo DB-36 250rx, an Apollo DB-25 70cc, and a Tao DB-T013 110cc. All the bikes shipped super fast...Less than a week! They were crated and packed very well and had no damage at all. All the bikes assembled fairly easy, but do require a little mechanical ability. My Son and I assembled them together and it was a lot easier tackling the  job with 2 people. I think it's good to do the assembly yourself anyway because you get to familiarize yourself with the bike before you ride it. 

  

  All the bikes started easily and ran fine. One thing to check is the chain tension. On the 2 smaller bikes the chains were too tight and needed to be adjusted so they did not put pressure on the front sprocket as the suspension compressed. 



  Some people like to bash Chinese stuff, but the quality of these machines is impressive. I wanted bikes to trail ride with my 2 grandson's and didn't want to spend $10,000+ on 3 new bikes or $$? on used, beat up bikes. These bikes fulfilled all my requirements easily.  I definitely will be buying from  Power Sports Max again. My wife liked the 250cc so much she wants me to order a couple more just to have when the grand kids grow into them. 



  One side note. I don't know if Power Sports Max uses the same carrier every time, but R&L trucking was awesome also.                                        


                     13 people found this helpful
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	Matt S

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         			12/10/2018
	Will recommend to friends for sure! Bike arrived quicker than I expected, and delivery service was excellent. The bike was fairly easy assemble, and the quality was surprisingly better than I anticipated for the price. Started right up and after the whole "break in" process it performs great! Also powersports tech support answers quick, and will help with any concern. Overall very happy.                                        


                     11 people found this helpful
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	Hunter A

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         			10/19/2018
	Honestly I was suprised with the quality of this bike. I ordered this Sep 2018 and it was delivered to my house within 7 days. No problems with it at all. Runs great and it's fun to ride with friends.                                        


                     11 people found this helpful
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	Tina E

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         			09/08/2018
	Would definitely recommend this bike! Very nice and my son loved it for his 16 birthday!                                        


                     11 people found this helpful
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What customer said:
Awesome bike heavy as dale but good power. I changed carb right away but other than that just needed some more detailed directions ..
Read all Reviews
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X-PROÂ® Youth Motocross Off-Road Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$49.95 $59.95

	

	
X-PROÂ® Motorcycle Full Face Helmet, DOT Approved Adult Helmet - Blue Free Shipping!
$49.95 $69.95

	

	
X-PROÂ® Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$39.95 $55.95
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